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DESCRIPTION
 

Universal key pen-style with voltage and magnetic field detector

For all standard cabinets and locking systems.Easy-to-carry key for control cabinets in the form of a pen with attachment

clip.Contact-free voltage detection for VAC with optical display, voltage range: 50 to 600 V, frequency range: 50 to 60

Hz.Contact-free magnetic field detection with indicator (green LED)ON/OFF keyAutomatic shutdown to save the battery. The

device cuts out automatically after 2 minutes of non-utilisation.Clear LED indicator: availability self-test, battery test,

powered-up line nearby.Battery compartment with screw-lid for 2 button cells.For control cabinets, gas, water and electricity

supply shutoff systems.For technical installations in buildings such as air conditioning and ventilation, shutoff valves,

connections to mains networks, etc.1/4" universal bit housing for standard bits (permanent magnet for fastening)additional bit

housing for 1/4" bits in a key profile with reversible bit with Philips screw imprint / slotted imprint 7.0 x 1.2 mm tool body:

fibreglass-reinforced plastickey profiles: pressure-cast moulded zincPRACTICAL:Attachment clipAccess to 4 key imprints by

toggling the mechanismMULTIFUNCTION:Detector on green = magnetic field Detector on red = electrical field
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SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    PEN-SHAPED UNIVERSAL SOCKET WRENCH WITH DETECTOR

   Sales reference    93

   Weight (g)    130

   Guarantee    C | Consumable

Guarantee applied

C | Consumable
The products in this category will not be replaced and are subject to normal wear phenomena.

>> Find out more
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